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Abstract. The energetical ordering and magnetic states of hexagonal and double-hexagonal
close-packed (hcp, dhcp) as well as face-centred cubic (fcc) Fe and FeH crystals are studied
via spin-polarizedab initio total-energy calculations in the local spin-density approximation
and with generalized gradient corrections by means of the mixed-basis pseudopotential and the
all-electron LMTO–ASA methods. In all three structures, the magnetic spin moments go to
zero under volume compression. For pure Fe in the compressed non-magnetic state, the hcp
structure is found to have the lowest energy, fcc the highest, and the dhcp structure lies in
between. The two hexagonal structures have significantly smaller than idealc/a ratios. For
compressed non-magnetic FeH the energetical ordering of the structures is reversed, compared
to that for pure Fe, with fcc ground-state structure and almost idealc/a ratios for both hexagonal
structures. In the ferromagnetic states at expanded volumes, the energetical orderings are again
opposite to those of the non-magnetic states both for Fe and FeH. In ferromagnetic FeH these
energy differences are particularly small, yielding almost an energetical degeneracy of all three
close-packed structures.

1. Introduction

For pure iron, a variety of crystal structures depending on the external pressure and
temperature have been found and studied intensively (see, e.g., references [1] and [2]).
For instance, body-centred cubic (bcc)α-Fe is transformed to hexagonal close-packed (hcp)
ε-Fe at room temperature under the influence of a strong hydrostatic pressure (13.1 GPa
[3, 4]). At atmospheric pressure a transition fromα-Fe to face-centred cubic (fcc)γ -Fe
appears at a high temperature (1200 K; see, e.g., reference [5]). Very recently, evidence
was reported for a new high-pressure phaseε′-Fe with a double-hexagonal close-packed
(dhcp) structure [6].

Related to the variety of crystalline structures is a very complicated magnetic behaviour
with respect to external conditions. Whileα-Fe is known to be a ferromagnet for temp-
eratures up to its Curie temperature (1043 K) and a paramagnet above, there is evidence
for γ -Fe for ferromagnetic [7], antiferromagnetic [8] or even incommensurately arranged
[9] spin structures. No magnetic ordering down to a temperature of 0.03 K has been
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observed for the high-pressure phaseε-Fe [5]. These interesting and complicated properties
of pure iron, which have been investigated intensively, for instance, by means of electronic
structure theories (see, e.g., references [10–16]), provide the background for the study of
iron–hydrogen systems, which is the topic of our work presented here.

Some results of experimental observations will serve to introduce the binary iron–
hydrogen system: under normal conditions (room temperature and atmospheric pressure)
bccα-Fe absorbs only a very small amount of hydrogen in its crystal lattice [17]. However,
this can be sufficient to cause very undesirable changes of the mechanical properties of iron,
leading to material failures because of embrittlement and corrosion.

Several years ago, by application of very high external pressures or temperatures it
became possible to form high-concentration stoichiometric hydride compounds of iron
and some other transition metals, which absorb only few hydrogen atoms under normal
conditions [18]. The capability of iron in particular to absorb H or other light elements (B,
C, N, O) under extreme conditions has became a subject of great interest in geophysics in
connection with the question of the constitution of the Earth’s inner core.

Antonovet al [19] reported the formation of iron hydride at a temperature of 250◦C and
a pressure of 6.7 GPa. After quenching and cooling in liquid nitrogen to−180 ◦C the iron
hydride was found to remain metastable at atmospheric pressure. The degradation started at
a temperature of−120 ◦C. The crystal structure was determined by x-ray diffraction to be
hcp (ε-FeH). In reference [20], FeH was found to be a ferromagnet with a Curie temperature
high above−180 ◦C. A subsequent investigation [21] addressed the determination of the
T –p phase diagram of the Fe–H system for temperatures up to 450◦C and pressures up to
6.7 GPa. Above 5 GPa and 300◦C, a transition from hcp FeH to presumably fcc FeH was
found. More recently, Antonovet al [22] synthesized FeH0.88 at 350◦C and 9 GPa. The
measured x-ray spectra could be understood best by assuming a dhcp crystal structure.

By compression of iron and hydrogen together in a high-pressure cell at room temp-
erature, Baddinget al [23] observed a macroscopic expansion of the iron sample, directly
visible to the eye, starting at a hydrostatic pressure of 3.5 GPa. The crystal structure of
the expanded sample was studied by x-ray diffraction: above 3.5 GPa, additional lines,
which can be attributed well again, as in reference [22], to a dhcp structure of iron atoms,
appeared besides the lines of bccα-Fe in the spectra. The lines ofα-Fe disappeared
gradually between 9.45 and 14.7 GPa, while the lines of the dhcp structure did not change
noticeably up to the maximally applied pressure of 62 GPa. The structural change was
found to be reversible and cyclically repeatable. The volume expansion at 3.5 GPa was
interpreted as the formation of an almost stoichiometric FeH0.94 compound with H atoms
occupying the octahedral interstitial sites of the dhcp Fe lattice.

This dhcp structure of FeH was further supported by results of Mössbauer experiments
[24, 25] which yielded signals from two crystallographically inequivalent Fe sites, a
characteristic feature of the dhcp structure. Fukaiet al [26] reported high-pressure exp-
eriments on the Fe–H system where a sequence of structural transitions, dhcp→ fcc→ bcc
with defects→ melt, was observed with increasing temperature under a pressure of 6 GPa.
The fcc FeH below 650◦C was interpreted as being metastable with respect to dhcp FeH,
which can be formed at room temperature [23]. Evidence for the formation of fcc FeH0.13

under pressure was already reported earlier [27].
The quoted experimental observations give a rough picture of the Fe and Fe–H phase

diagrams. However, not all findings about the crystal structure and the magnetic properties
have been clarified and understood yet, leaving the Fe–H system as a challenge for further
electron-theoretical studies (like the pure Fe system; see, e.g., [6, 28–31]). In the present
work, part II of our ab initio study of iron and iron hydride (for parts I and III, see
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references [32] and [33], respectively) results for the equations of state (EOS) are reported
and discussed, namely the total energy and magnetic spin moment versus the unit-cell
volume of iron and of stoichiometric iron monohydride in the hcp, dhcp and fcc crystal
structures, with hydrogen occupying the interstitial octahedral sites of the close-packed iron
lattices.

The currently available experimental information indicates that high temperatures and/or
high pressures are necessary to form the various Fe and FeH structures. Not very much is
known about the thermodynamic phase stability of FeH at low temperatures except that it
seems to be metastable if quenched below a temperature of−120 ◦C [19]. Theoreticalab
initio density-functional calculations, like ours and the ones cited above, commonly describe
the quantum-mechanical ground state of the electrons and, by assuming rigid lattices for
the atomic positions, neglect vibrational excitations of the ions. Hence such calculations
address the high-pressure properties of materials at zero temperature. (A procedure for
dealing with elevated temperatures for the bcc and hcp phase competition in Fe has been
reported recently [34].)

2. Theoretical methods

To calculate the EOS for iron and iron hydride,ab initio total-energy methods based on the
density-functional theory are applied. In particular we used the mixed-basis pseudopotential
(MBPP) method [35–37] and the linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) method with the atomic
sphere approximation (ASA) [38, 39]. The computational techniques and the approximations
in the density-functional theory [40, 41] (local density or local spin-density approximation,
LDA/LSDA, and generalized gradient approximations) have been summarized in part I.
Here we use the MBPP method to study the structural ordering of Fe and FeH without
and with spin polarization, and the LMTO–ASA method to calculate the magnetic ordering
via spin polarization over a large volume range of compression and expansion around the
volume for which the magnetic instability appears. This breakdown of the magnetic spin
moment is typical for close-packed iron systems and has been discussed in part I for the
case of fcc Fe and FeH.

All of the close-packed crystalline structures considered are described by hexagonal
crystalline unit cells (Bravais lattices), with two atoms per cell for hcp (stacking sequence
ABAB of close-packed atomic planes, hexagonal symmetry), three atoms per cell for fcc
(ABCABC, trigonal symmetry) and four atoms per cell for dhcp (ABACABAC, hexagonal
symmetry) iron.

The mixed basis of plane waves and localized orbitals used to describe the one-electron
wavefunctions is given by the same cut-off parameters as in part I was used. For H a norm-
conserving local pseudopotential [42] was used, and for Fe a norm-conserving, non-local,
non-linear, optimally smooth ionic pseudopotential [43, 44] with the same construction
parameters and properties as the PC2 pseudopotential used in part I was used, except that it
has been constructed from non-relativistic instead of relativistic atomic all-electron states.
This, however, is of no relevance for the calculated properties of Fe and FeH addressed in
this work. For the sampling of the hexagonal-Brillouin-zone integrals, special Chadi–Cohen
k-points [45] with approximately the same mesh density as for the cubic cases in part I and
the same Gaussian broadening [36, 46] of 0.004 Ryd have been used. The LMTO basis set
used in this work, part II, contained s, p and d orbitals only. The Brillouin-zone summations
were carried out using special Monkhorst–Packk-points [47] and an improved tetrahedron
method [48]. (In this paper we chose to use both atomic Rydberg units and electron volts
for energies, 1 Ryd= 13.606 eV. Lengths are given in̊angstr̈oms or in atomic Bohr units,
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1 Bohr= 0.529 Å. The atomic units are ‘natural’ forab initio calculations; eV and̊A are
more convenient for comparisons with literature data.)

3. Structural properties

The structural properties of close-packed Fe and FeH were determined by calculating total
energies as functions of the lattice parameters. Whereas in the fcc cases there is only one
degree of freedom, which is chosen to be the unit-cell volume, in the hcp and dhcp crystals
there is a second degree of freedom, which can be chosen conveniently to be the ratioc/a

of the lengths of the axial and basal lattice parameters,c and a, respectively. The ideal
value for close-packed hard spheres, stacked in an ABAB sequence, in the hcp structure is
(c/a)ideal

hcp =
√

8/3. Consequently, for the fcc structure represented by a hexagonal unit cell
and an ABCABC sequence (and no freedom to vary without breaking the cubic symmetry),
it is (c/a)fcc = 3

2(c/a)
ideal
hcp . For the dhcp structure with an ABACABAC sequence, it is

(c/a)dhcp= 2(c/a)hcp.

Figure 1. Equations of state calculated in the LDA (CA) using the MBPP method: (a) for NM
Fe; (b) for NM FeH. The symbols mark theab initio data points (calculated with the idealc/a
ratio). The lines through the symbols show the fitted EOS of Roseet al [49, 50].
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Table 1. The cohesive parametersV0, B0 and B ′ of non-magnetic (NM) and ferromagnetic
(FM) Fe with fcc, dhcp and hcp crystal structures; theδE are energy differences with respect
to fcc Fe in the same magnetic state.

NM FM

xc Lattice V0 B0 B ′ δE V0 B0 B ′ δE

functional structure (̊A3) (GPa) (mRyd) (̊A3) (GPa) (mRyd)

MBPP

CA fcc 9.95 320 4.5 0 11.38 214 4.1 0
dhcp 9.92 324 4.5−1.5 0.6
hcp 9.88 324 4.5 −5.1 2.5

BP fcc 10.71 255 4.7 0 12.44 167 4.3 0
dhcp 10.67 258 4.7−1.0 0.8
hcp 10.64 258 4.7−5.1 2.9

PW fcc 11.03 242 4.7 0 12.80 160 4.3 0
dhcp 11.00 245 4.7−1.0 0.7
hcp 10.97 245 4.7−5.1 2.8

LMTO–ASA

CA fcc 9.97 324 4.6 0 11.35 193 4.0 0
dhcp −1.2 11.39 192 4.0 1.5
hcp −4.3 11.39 190 4.0 3.6

PW fcc 10.98 244 4.9 0 12.83 152 4.3 0
dhcp −1.1 12.86 151 4.3 1.3
hcp −4.3 12.89 150 4.3 3.6

Experiment [4, 23]

hcp 11.18 160 5.8

First we calculated the total energies of Fe and FeH as functions of the volumes (per
Fe atom or FeH formula unit, respectively) for fixed idealc/a ratios. Figure 1 shows the
results for Fe and FeH in the three close-packed structures, obtained in the LDA without spin
polarization (non-magnetic, NM) using the MBPP method. The symbols mark theab initio
data pointsE(V ). As discussed in detail in part I, an analytic model EOS given by Rose
et al [49, 50] was fitted to these data to extract cohesive parameters for the crystals, namely
the equilibrium volumeV0, the bulk modulusB0 and its pressure derivativeB ′ (equivalent to
V0, B0 and the cohesive energyE0; cf. part I). The lines connecting theab initio data points
in figure 1 are the fitted EOS. The corresponding values for the cohesive properties can
be found in tables 1 and 2 (labelled MBPP, CA, NM; for the meanings, see the following
paragraph).

Table 1 compiles all of the results obtained fromE(V ) data with idealc/a ratios for the
cohesive properties of hcp, dhcp and fcc Fe, both in non-magnetic (NM) and ferromagnetic
(FM) spin states, in the LSDA (using the functional of Ceperley and Alder [51], CA, in the
parametrization of Perdew and Zunger [52]), and with gradient-corrected density functionals
given by Perdew and Wang [53–55] (PW) and by Becke [56] and Perdew [53, 54] (BP)
(for details we refer the reader to part I), using the MBPP and the LMTO–ASA methods.
Table 2 contains a compilation of corresponding results for FeH.

From the data given in tables 1 and 2 and in figure 1 it is easy to calculate the volume
dependence of the hydrostatic pressure,p(V ) = −dE/dV , or the pressure dependence of
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Table 2. The cohesive parametersV0, B0 and B ′ of non-magnetic (NM) and ferromagnetic
(FM) FeH with fcc, dhcp and hcp crystal structures; theδE are energy differences with respect
to fcc Fe in the same magnetic state.

NM FM

xc Lattice V0 B0 B ′ δE V0 B0 B ′ δE

functional structure (̊A3) (GPa) (mRyd) (̊A3) (GPa) (mRyd)

MBPP

CA fcc 11.87 298 4.1 0 12.38 197 3.6 0
dhcp 11.88 297 4.1 1.1 −1.2
hcp 11.91 294 4.1 3.9 −1.9

BP fcc 12.69 248 4.3 0 13.89 155 3.7 0
dhcp 12.69 248 4.3 1.9 −0.3
hcp 12.73 246 4.3 4.0 −0.9

PW fcc 13.05 236 4.3 0 14.36 147 3.7 0
dhcp 13.06 236 4.3 1.8 −0.5
hcp 13.09 234 4.3 3.7 −1.2

LMTO–ASA

CA fcc 11.92 296 4.2 0 12.63 211 3.7 0
dhcp 1.9 12.55 218 3.8−1.6
hcp 5.6 12.54 228 3.8−1.7

PW fcc 13.04 233 4.4 0 14.20 165 4.0 0
dhcp 1.6 14.08 162 3.9−0.4
hcp 5.0 14.05 164 3.9−0.3

Experiment [23]

dhcp 13.90 121 5.3

the volume,V (p), by differentiating analytically the EOS of Roseet al, and hence to obtain
the enthalpy,H(p) = E + pV , of the ground state of a crystal (T = 0 K).

Small density-functional total-energy differences between crystals with close-packed
lattices, which are only distinguished by different stacking sequences of atomic planes,
were found to be computable very accurately, as demonstrated for instance in calculations
of stacking-fault energies of noble metals [57–59]. Such energy differencesδE, which
allow for conclusions about the mutual relative stability of crystals in their ground states
(T = 0 K), were calculated for the three close-packed structures of Fe and FeH. The results
are included in tables 1 and 2. Looking at these energy differencesδE, we notice that the
LDA/LSDA and gradient corrections yield very similar results for both the Fe and FeH
cases within a few tenths of a millirydberg for differences of a few millirydbergs, using
both MBPP and LMTO–ASA methods. (We estimate the numerical accuracy of these tiny
energy differences to be better than approximately 0.5 mRyd in the MBPP method and,
under the constraint of idealc/a ratios, in the LMTO–ASA method as well.)

For pure NM Fe these results yield the hcp structure to be theoretically most stable
over the whole volume range considered, in particular at compressed volumes. This is
compatible with the experimental observation of non-magneticε-Fe at room temperature
under a hydrostatic pressure of more than 13.1 GPa [23]. The fcc structure has the highest
energy, and the dhcp structure lies in between. This is rather plausible, because the dhcp
structure consists of two alternating close-packed atomic planes, one with nearest-neighbour
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surroundings like in the hcp structure, the other like in the fcc structure.
For stoichiometric NM FeH the energetical order of the three structures turns out to

be just reversed, with fcc FeH the most stable, hcp FeH the least stable and dhcp FeH
in between. This discrepancy compared with the experimental observation for dhcp FeH
under pressure above 3.5 GPa at room temperature [23] can be attributed to the constraints
of idealc/a ratios and ideal octahedral H positions for dhcp FeH in the calculations made so
far. Below, both calculational constraints will be removed. The energy order of the close-
packed structures with idealc/a ratios for NM Fe and FeH remains unchanged over the
whole volume range considered (corresponding to pressures between−40 and+100 GPa).

An attempt to make a direct determination of the structural-transition pressures in the
one-component Fe system, e.g. from bccα-Fe to hcpε-Fe, is hampered by the well-
known problem that the close-packed NM crystal structures at their equilibrium volumes
are slightly more stable than the bcc FMα-Fe in the LSDA (see part I). Hence the resulting
LSDA transition pressures are not realistic. This is not only the case because of their
negative values related to the lower energetical stability ofα-Fe. Quantitatively there is
an obvious underestimation of the equilibrium volumes, and the curvatures of the EOS
which are characterized by considerably too large bulk moduli, are overestimated compared
to experiment (cf. table 1 in part I). The use of gradient corrections at least corrects the
stability ratio betweenα-Fe andγ -Fe but still leaves noticeable quantitative discrepancies
between calculated and experimental results (see tables 1 here and in part I).

A determination of structural-transition pressures in the two-component Fe-H system,
e.g. from bccα-Fe and liquid H2 to dhcp FeH, is further complicated by the need for a
common zero-energy level. In principle this can be defined as the energy of the total system
separated into spatially widely separated, single atoms. This is the energy which the cohesive
energiesE0 are referred to. However, theseE0-values are considerably underestimated in
the LDA, compared to experimental data, by several tenths of an eV, which may cause
transition pressures to deviate from experiment by some orders of magnitude (see, e.g.,
reference [60]). Again the gradient-corrected density functionals resolve the discrepancies
partly, but still considerable deviations of theory from experiment remain.

Because of this concern, we gave up reporting serious estimates of critical pressures for
transitions fromα-Fe to close-packed structures of Fe or FeH in this work and confined our
study to the energetic ordering of the three close-packed structures only.

Baddinget al [23] determined the EOS by measuring the volume as a function of the
hydrostatic pressure and by subsequently fitting an EOS to the measured data points. For
the close-packed high-pressure structures of Fe (above 13.1 GPa [3, 4, 23]) and FeH (above
14.7 GPa [23]) the cohesive propertiesV0, B0 andB ′ quoted as experimental data in tables
1 and 2 were extracted using the Vinetet al EOS [61, 62] forV (p) which is just the
inversion of the analytic derivativep(V ) = −dE/dV of the Roseet al EOS [49, 50]. In
figure 2 we plot the theoretical NM results forp(V ) for Fe and FeH obtained from the
E(V ) data in the LDA without spin polarization shown in figure 1 and the corresponding
gradient-correctedE(V ) data. In this kind of plot the curves for the three close-packed
structures are almost indistinguishable. The curves obtained in the LDA and with gradient
corrections are very similar in shape and are only shifted because of the increase ofV0 by
the gradient corrections. The shapes of these curves are rather insensitive to the related
relatively large decreases ofB0 and to the increases ofB ′ when going from the LDA to the
gradient-corrected LDA. The lines of crosses starting atp = 0 in figure 2 mark the shape
of the EOS of Vinetet al as obtained by using the cohesive properties quoted in reference
[23] (cf. tables 1 and 2), which were determined by fitting to experimental high-pressure
data (with an extrapolation of the EOS from 13.1 and 14.7 GPa to zero pressure for Fe and
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Figure 2. Pressure–volume curves derived from the EOS of Roseet al fitted to non-spin-
polarizedab initio MBPP E(V ) data (cf. figure 1): (a) for NM Fe; (b) for NM FeH. Three
parallel lines belonging to fcc, dhcp and hcp structures are almost indistinguishable in all three
cases of density-functional approximations. The+ symbols mark the EOS of Vinetet al fitted
to experimental data.

FeH, respectively).
These ‘experimental’ EOS show clear deviations from the theoretical curves for all

three density-functional approximations. The deviations are strongest at small pressures.
One reason for this discrepancy may be the fact that at low pressures (below 13.1 and
14.7 GPa for Fe and FeH, respectively) in experiment the samples are not yet formed in
single phases, namely hcp Fe or dhcp FeH, but still contain certain volume parts of bccα-Fe.
Another reason is that the theoretical data discussed so far do not include spin polarization,
whereas the experimental samples are reported to be magnetically ordered to some extent.
Pure close-packed Fe might be ferromagnetically ordered at very low temperature and zero
pressure but is non-magnetic at room temperature, at which the experiments of Badding
et al were done [23]. Close-packed FeH was found to be ferromagnetically ordered even at
room temperature [24, 25]. Therefore the ‘experimental’ EOS has to be also compared to
theoretical curves obtained from spin-polarized calculations. To reduce the computational
effort, we made use of the results given in tables 1 and 2 indicating that the theoretical
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Figure 3. Pressure–volume curves derived from the EOS of Roseet al fitted to spin-polarized
ab initio MBPPE(V ) data: (a) for FM fcc Fe; (b) for FM fcc FeH. The+ symbols mark the
EOS of Vinetet al fitted to experimental data.

results for the cohesive propertiesV0, B0 andB ′ of all three close-packed structures, for
both non-magnetic and ferromagnetic states as well as both for Fe and for FeH, are almost
identical. This allows us to set the ‘experimental’ EOS of hcp Fe and of dhcp FeH in direct
comparison with the theoretical EOS obtained for spin-polarized fcc Fe and fcc FeH. These
results for ferromagnetic fcc Fe and FeH listed in tables 1 and 2 do indeed agree better than
the non-polarized results with the quoted parameters derived from experimental data. This
is illustrated in figure 3 where the ‘experimental’ EOS, again marked with crosses, and the
theoretical EOS for fcc FM Fe and FeH are plotted together. The theoretical curves end
approximately at the volume at which the instability of the magnetic spin moments in fcc
Fe and FeH upon compression appears (cf. figures 1(b) and 5(b) in part I).

For the pure FM Fe (see figure 3(a)), the curvatures of the calculated EOS match
considerably better with the ‘experimental’ curve because the calculatedB0-values are much
smaller and hence closer to the experimental parameter of 160 GPa. While theV0-value
in the LSDA is close to the experimental parameter of 11.18Å3 and leads to an almost
smooth merging of the theoretical LSDA EOS into the ‘experimental’ EOS, the gradient-
corrected EOS are shifted because of the larger theoreticalV0-values. However, in the LSDA
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as well as in the gradient-corrected calculations the ferromagnetic ordering has already
broken down at rather small pressures. From this discussion we conclude for pure Fe that,
perhaps, the high-pressure EOS is roughly described by the theoretical NM results because
theoretically the FM solutions have already vanished at low pressures and experimentally the
sample is reported to be non-magnetic at room temperature and pressures above 13.1 GPa
(where the coexisting magnetic bcc phase has vanished). The NM results obtained with
the BP functional might give quantitatively a slightly better theoretical description of the
experimentally observed EOS than the results for the LDA and PW functionals. This may
be seen as a justification of earlier theoretical studies of the high-pressure EOS of Fe, in
which no spin polarization was accounted for in the hcp or dhcp phases of Fe [28, 31, 34].

For the FM FeH, on the other hand, figure 3(b) shows a rather large pressure range over
which a theoretical FM solution remains stable. Here again the curvatures of the theoretical
EOS follow rather well the experimental EOS because theB0-values are considerably smaller
than in the NM case, and hence are closer to the experimental value of 121 GPa. TheV0-
value in the LSDA is smaller than the experimental parameter of 13.90Å3. The gradient-
correctedV0-values, in particular the BP value, are much closer to this. Altogether, for
FeH under hydrostatic pressure we conclude that the theoretical results seem to indicate
the importance of a magnetic ordering for the understanding of the EOS. Again, closest
to the ‘experimental’ EOS lie the theoretical BP results for FM FeH up to the pressure at
which the magnetic ordering vanishes in theory (roughly 60 GPa; see figure 3(b)) and for
NM FeH above this pressure (see figure 2(b)). This is compatible with the experimental
result that the FeH sample was found to be ferromagnetic up to high pressures at room
temperature. But we recall that the agreement between the theoretical results, both in the
LDA and including gradient corrections, and the experimental data for the EOS of Fe and
FeH under external pressures is quantitatively not very good.

So far, all of the theoretical results were obtained under the constraint of idealc/a ratios.
In qualitative disagreement with experiment, the fcc structure was found to be more stable
than the dhcp structure for FeH. To estimate the influence of this second degree of freedom
in the hcp and dhcp lattices on the energetical ordering of the three close-packed structures,
we calculated the total energy as a function ofc/a with the unit-cell volumes fixed at the
calculated equilibrium valuesV0 for the idealc/a ratios for NM Fe and FeH (cf. tables 1 and
2). The results are displayed in figure 4. First, as is to be expected for a cubic crystal, for
Fe and FeH calculated using a hexagonal unit cell with three Fe layers in the ABC stacking
sequence and imposing only the 12 symmetry operations of the trigonal space group D3

3d,
the energy minima turn out to be very accurately at the ideal ratio(c/a)fcc = 3

2

√
8/3 of

the fcc lattice. (The hcp and dhcp crystals have the hexagonal space group D4
6h with 24

symmetry operations.) Test calculations yielded the result that this may be not the case if
thek-point mesh used for Brillouin-zone sampling is not chosen sufficiently dense. Second,
for pure Fe we find a significantly lower energy of approximately−0.5 mRyd for hcp Fe
with (c/a)hcp = 1.59, and a slightly lower energy less than−0.1 mRyd for dhcp Fe with
(c/a)dhcp= 3.24, both in good accordance with experimental data for temperatures at which
the specimens were paramagnetic (1.60 for hcpε-Fe [3, 4], 3.23 for dhcpε′-Fe [6]) and
ab initio full-potential LMTO calculations (1.585 for hcp and 3.234 for dhcp [31]). Third,
for FeH thec/a ratios are found to be equal to the ideal ratios within a relative numerical
accuracy of 0.2% for both hcp and dhcp lattices.

For both Fe and FeH, the dhcp structure is energetically closer to the fcc structure,
separated by only approximately 1 mRyd, than to the hcp structure. Considering the dhcp
structure as a fcc structure with the highest possible concentration of extrinsic stacking
faults, the close-packed FeH can be interpreted in theory as a material with a ground-state
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Figure 4. Total energies as function of(c/a)hcp = 2
3(c/a)fcc = 1

2(c/a)dhcp at constantV0,
calculated with the idealc/a ratio in the LDA (CA) using the MBPP method (cf. figure 1): (a)
for NM Fe, (b) for NM FeH. The energy zero is set to the energy of the fcc crystals (with the
ideal c/a ratio related to the cubic symmetry) The symbols mark theab initio data points. The
solid lines connecting the data points are cubic splines. The vertical dashed lines mark the ideal
c/a ratio for close-packed structures.

fcc structure and a very small stacking-fault energy. Because of this small defect energy and
the almost idealc/a ratios, it seems to be not unlikely to find coexisting regions with fcc and
dhcp stacking sequences in real samples under extreme external conditions. However, the
theoreticalc/a relaxation only weakens and does not remove the qualitative discrepancy with
respect to experiments, where evidence for the stability of the dhcp (not the fcc) structure
was found. In the close-packed pure Fe, on the other hand, the theoretical ground-state hcp
structure is energetically stronger, preferred over the dhcp and fcc structures (separated from
the dhcp sructure by about 4 mRyd). This and the considerable deviation of thec/a from the
ideal ratio make it seem less likely that the other two stacking sequences will form, at least
for the NM equilibrium volume considered,V0. However, recent high-pressure experiments
gave strong evidence for the existence of dhcpε′-Fe at high pressure and temperature [6].

In principle,V0 and c/a should be varied iteratively to determine the equilibrium hcp
and dhcp structures. However, the results described above show that for both hcp and dhcp
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FeH, total-energy minima are already found for the idealc/a ratios (see figure 4(b)). For
pure Fe, on the other hand, a further energy lowering by a subsequent volume relaxation for
the calculated non-idealc/a ratios given above (see figure 4(a)) is expected for hcp Fe and,
to a lesser extent, also for dhcp Fe. However, these volume relaxations will only increase
the fcc–dhcp–hcp energy differences by a small amount. But the energetical ordering found
for the three structures cannot be changed because the energetically highest, fcc, structure
has no possibility of relaxing, and the deviation of the idealc/a ratio for the energetically
intermediate, dhcp, structure is already smaller than that of the energetically lowest, hcp,
structure.

One further structural degree of freedom exists just for FeH in the dhcp structure: the H
atoms at the octahedral interstitial sites are allowed to shift along the hexagonalc-axis, by
the same amounts but in opposite directions from H to H, without changing the hexagonal
space group of the dhcp structure. This causes another small energy lowering of the dhcp
structure, which, however, is calculated to be less than 0.3 mRyd per FeH formula unit and
thus may not change any conclusions. (The calculated extent of the optimum displacement
of the H atoms away from the ideal octahedral sites along thec-axis is 0.04Å or 2% of the
mutual H–H distances.)

4. Magnetic properties

In the present section, the possibility of spin polarization is always included in the
calculations of total energiesE and magnetic spin momentsµ as functions of the volumes
V (with ideal c/a ratios) to describe the EOS of Fe and FeH over a wide volume of
compression and expansion. According to the data given in tables 1 and 2, the cohesive
properties for fcc Fe and FeH and the energy differencesδE between the three close-packed
structures calculated using the MBPP and the LMTO–ASA methods with or without spin
polarization agree very well. Therefore, only the results obtained with the LMTO–ASA and
spin-polarized density functionals are presented here. (In the cases of the FM MBPP and
NM LMTO–ASA methods, the energy differencesδE given in tables 1 and 2 were obtained
for hcp and dhcp structures by using the calculatedV0 of the fcc structure. This is justified
by the almost equal values ofV0 for all three structures in the other cases, those of the NM
MBPP and FM LMTO–ASA methods.)

In parallel with all of the LSDA calculations reported in this section, corresponding
calculations with PW gradient correction were performed. The energetical orderings of all
of the structures considered were found to be the same (see tables 1 and 2), as were the
volume dependences of the magnetic spin moments.

Figures 5(a) and 6(a) show theE(V ) LSDA results for Fe and FeH, respectively. The
symbols mark theab initio data points. For a better illustration, only the hcp data points
are connected by segments of straight solid lines as guides to the eye. Fits of EOS to these
E(V ) data over the whole volume ranges are not useful because of the magnetic instability
which is visible in theE(V ) curves between 75 and 80 Bohr3. For volumes smaller than
75 Bohr3 the LMTO–ASA results, which were obtained in the LSDA, correspond to and
agree well with the NM MBPP results (see figure 1), except for a volume-independent
energy shift due to differences inE0 (cf. tables 1 and 2 in part I). Above 80 Bohr3 the
ferromagnetically ordered states are stable. Figures 5(b) and 6(b) show the corresponding
µ(V ) results with the obvious breakdown of magnetic ordering. (At theV0-values quoted in
table 1, obtained from fits of the Roseet al EOS to the FME(V ) with V > 75 Bohr3, the
FM states of Fe are found to be unstable with respect to NM states in the LSDA calculation,
but stable in the gradient-corrected PW calculation; cf. figures 5(a) and 7.)
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Figure 5. (a) Total energiesE and (b) magnetic spin momentsµ per Fe atom as functions of
the volumeV for Fe calculated in the LSDA (CA) by the spin-polarized LMTO–ASA method.
The symbols mark theab initio data points. The FM and AF hcp data points are connected by
straight pieces of solid and dashed lines, respectively, for better illustration.

From figures 5 and 6, the following can be stated for the magnetic behaviour of Fe and
FeH: the energetical orderings of the three close-packed lattices in magnetically ordered
states are just the opposite of those for the non-magnetic states.

For pure Fe in the LSDA (see figure 5) this means that at small volumes, which can
be reached for instance by applying high external pressures, the NM hcp structure is the
most stable. This result of the LSDA of the theoretical magnetic ground state (T = 0 K) is
in accordance with the experimental observation that hcpε-Fe is not magnetically ordered
at low temperatures [18]. The use of the gradient-corrected PW functional yields that for
high pressures the energetic stability of the NM hcp structure over the FM hcp structure
is substantially reduced and vanishes towards zero pressure. The gradient correction shifts
theE(V ) curves of the FM states to lower energies, as shown in figure 7. The energetical
orderings of the three close-packed structures in each non-magnetic or ferromagnetic state,
however, are not affected by the gradient correction. At large volumes the FM fcc structure
is preferred. Such volume expansions could perhaps be achieved to some extent by lattice
expansions via alloying of Fe with some other elements, or via very high temperatures.
However, under the latter conditions the thermal energy would be large compared to the
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Figure 6. (a) Total energiesE and (b) magnetic spin momentsµ per Fe atom as functions of the
volumeV for FeH calculated in the LSDA (CA) with the spin-polarized LMTO–ASA method.
The symbols mark theab initio data points. The FM hcp data points are connected by straight
pieces of solid lines for better illustration.

structural energy differences and the exchange energy stabilizing the magnetic states, and
thus for a distinct preference of the fcc structure, differences in free enthalpies instead of
total energies need to be considered. In the volume range between 75 and 80 Bohr3 an
antiferromagnetically ordered hcp structure with spin moments of about 1µB on the two
sublattices is found to be most stable. Such an antiferromagnetic ordering has been found
and discussed in previousab initio studies, in most detail for fcc Fe [10–13], but also for
hcp Fe [14]. The latest studies report the existence of non-collinear spin arrangements in
this volume range with even lower energies [15, 16].

For FeH (see figure 6) the structural energy differences in the LSDA are significantly
reduced by the magnetic ordering. The three close-packed structures at expanded volumes
are energetically almost degenerate, within about 1 mRyd. Slightly larger but still very small
energy differences are found by including the PW gradient correction, as shown in figure 8.
For FeH, again, differences of free enthalpies, not total energies, should be calculated to
decide on the most stable close-packed structure at ‘thermally expanded’ volumes.
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Figure 7. Total energiesE per Fe atom as a function of the volumeV for Fe calculated using
the PW gradient correction and the spin-polarized LMTO–ASA method. The symbols mark the
ab initio data points. The FM and AF hcp data points are connected by straight pieces of solid
and dashed lines, respectively, for better illustration.

Figure 8. Total energiesE per Fe atom as a function of the volumeV for FeH calculated using
the PW gradient correction and the spin-polarized LMTO–ASA method. The symbols mark the
ab initio data points. The FM hcp data points are connected by straight pieces of solid lines for
better illustration.

In fcc and dhcp FeH, like in all three structures of pure Fe, the magnetic spin moments
change under compression from about 1.6µB to zero very abruptly at around 75 Bohr3. The
hcp FeH shows a distinctly different behaviour of the breakdown of the magnetic ordering.
Its magnetic spin moment decreases almost linearly from 1.6µB at 80 Bohr3 to zero over
a broad range of volumes. Currently we do not know of an explanation for this peculiar
behaviour. It may be related to the observation in Mössbauer experiments that close-packed
FeH, unlike pureε-Fe, seems to remain magnetically ordered up to high external pressures.
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5. Summary

In this work the energetical ordering and magnetic states of close-packed crystal structures of
Fe and FeH were studied via spin-polarizedab initio total-energy calculations in the LSDA
and with generalized gradient corrections by means of the mixed-basis pseudopotential
method and the all-electron LMTO–ASA method.

In all three close-packed structures considered, hcp, dhcp and fcc, of Fe and FeH,
the magnetic spin moments go to zero under volume compression. For pure Fe in the
compressed non-magnetic state, the hcp structure was found to have the lowest energy.
The fcc structure has the highest energy, and the dhcp structure lies in between. The
two hexagonal structures have significantly smaller than idealc/a ratios. For compressed
non-magnetic FeH the energetical ordering of the structures is reversed, compared to
that of pure Fe, with a fcc ground-state structure and almost idealc/a ratios for both
hexagonal structures. In the ferromagnetic states at expanded volumes, the energetical
orderings are again opposite to those of the non-magnetic states both for Fe and for FeH.
In ferromagnetic FeH, these energy differences are particularly small, yielding almost an
energetical degeneracy of all three close-packed structures.
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